Life events and psychopathology severity: comparisons between psychiatric outpatients and inpatients.
Relationships between life events stress variables and seven indices of psychopathology severity for a group of 97 never-hospitalized outpatients were compared with those of a previously studied group of 217 first-admission functional disorder psychiatric inpatients from the same geographical catchment areas. The hypotheses tested were that degree of life events stress would be correlated positively with indices of psychopathological severity and that the magnitudes of association would be higher for the outpatients. Bivariate correlations and stepwise multiple regression with other potential demographic and prognostic moderator variables provided evidence for significant, but somewhat differing, patterns in outpatient vs. inpatient stress/pathology relationships. Contrary to prediction, the magnitudes of significant and near-significant associations between life events and pathology severity were not different in the two samples.